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Overview:
• San Diego's economy continues to slow down relative to the post-pandemic rebound, yet it remains stable. 

The metro’s current employment base is expected to grow to 85,400 jobs during the next five years. However, 
even with the economic slowdown, the metro is still expected to continue providing stable demand for 
housing through the coming few quarters.

• Median Income in the metro, which averaged $110,000 according to Green Street, are considerably above the 
national average, allowing the metro to better resist inflationary pressures building around the country. 

• New supply continues to be added to the market, with an additional 4,698 units delivered in the last 12 months  
In addition, there are 8,300 units under construction with 3,900 of those units scheduled to be completed this 
year. 

• San Diego's demand has been volatile with net absorption being a slim 235 this quarter according to CoStar. In 
first quarter 2024 the market recorded demand slightly higher than the previous quarter but fell short of the 
typical first quarters of the past decades. Thus, vacancy rates increased to 5.5% in first quarter 2024.

Market Strengths:
• San Diego has strong demographics with the metro's 20- to 34-year-old cohort, a critical component of the 

apartment market, making up 23.5% of the total population. This is notably larger than the national norm of 
20.4%. In addition, 41.0% of San Diego's working age population holds a bachelor's degree or higher compared 
to 34.3% nationally. 

• In December, the county of San Diego broke ground on a 100-unit affordable housing development. This 
development plans for the community to include 15 fully furnished units set aside for those at risk of 
homelessness. The county invested $10.5 million from the counties innovative Housing Trust fund and is 
expected to be completed in 2025.

• San Diego has a highly stable base of jobs in the defense industry - The metro area is home to Marine Corps 
Base Camp Pendleton and three Navy bases. The Navy bases in the metro are among the most strategically 
important in the Pacific.

Market Weaknesses:
• Higher interest rates will slow the pace of high-tech expansion in the near term.  Low interest rates in the wake 

of the pandemic stimulated the San Diego economy, leading to record-high venture capital funding and rapid 
industry hiring. But rate hikes will cause industry gains to slow over the next year as firms cut back on 
investment and curtail hiring plans. High-tech employers will remain an important source of job growth, 
especially in the less cyclical life-sciences sector, but the pace has continued to slow.

Development:
• San Diego will continue to deliver apartments for quite some time. With an increase of more than 2,000 permits 

added in 2024 compared to 2023. However, Moody's expects there will be a decline in number of multifamily 
permits in 2024-2025.

Outlook:
• San Diego faces near term headwinds from supply. More than 10,100 units were under construction at the end 

of 2023 with roughly 2/3 of those units expected to be delivered in 2024. This will be the largest level of supply 
San Diego has seen in more than 30 years which could potentially cool Class A performance. However, San 
Diego appears to be heading in a positive and is expected to eventually outperform the bulk of major U.S. 
markets through high tech investments, long-term robust demographics, and the military. 

• San Diego’s economy will likely slow this year. Concentration in the tech sector will weigh on the metro’s 
economic growth in the near term but the recent AI frenzy might ignite some hope for chip makers and even 
broader tech industry. Overall, it is predicted that better days are ahead with high tech investments and long-
term robust demographics continuing to drive the economy in a positive direction. 
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Opinions, analyses, estimates, forecasts, and other views of Fannie Mae’s Economic and Strategic Research (ESR) Group included in these materials should not be construed as
indicating Fannie Mae’s business prospects or expected results, are based on a number of assumptions, and are subject to change without notice. How this information affects
Fannie Mae will depend on many factors. Although the ESR Group bases its opinions, analyses, estimates, forecasts, and other views on information it considers reliable, it
does not guarantee that the information provided in these materials is accurate, current, or suitable for any particular purpose. Changes in the assumptions or the
information underlying these views could produce materially different results. The analyses, opinions, estimates, forecasts, and other views published by the ESR Group
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